VOTE NO ON P105

MAINTAIN REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES OF OUR PLATFORM!

UCRP Executive Committee and Constitution and Bylaws Committee recommend rejecting adoption of the Utah Compact language.

Public Document

The Compact was drafted by special interests (mainly Salt Lake Chamber, Sutherland Institute) and it is not a document created by and for Utah County Republicans.

Values vs. Discussion

The Compact states that it is simply a guide for discussion, while our Platform is (and should remain) a firm declaration of Republican values and principles.

Liberal Policy

President Obama is interested in the Utah Compact, yet Utah's Republican Delegation has NOT embraced the document (SL Trib; Feb 10, 2013). Obama's immigration bill is closely modeled after the Utah Compact.

Conflicting Principles

The Compact conflicts with National Republican Party Platform, and with other planks of the UCRP Platform (Proper Role of Citizens, Proper Form of Government, National Sovereignty, Law Enforcement and Justice, etc.)

Rule of Law

The Compact says "we respect the rule of law," while in the same sentence encouraging "civil violations of federal code." Republicans believe in the Rule of Law.

Delegates Spoke

In 2011, State & County Delegates passed resolutions in support of the County, State and National Immigration Platform planks because the legislature departed from our Platform & Constitutional Principles.
EMBRACES CLEAR PRINCIPLES & A SPECIFIC PLAN FOR A LONG-TERM SOLUTION

COINCIDES WITH PRESENT COUNTY PLATFORM & 2008 NATIONAL PLATFORM

DECLares THAT WE WELCOME ALL LEGAL IMMIGRANTS ON EQUAL FOOTING

BALANCES THE PRINCIPLES OF COMPASSION AND THE RULE OF LAW

UPDATEs OUR PLATFORM WITH THE BEST OF P105 AND OUR CURRENT PLANK

BALANCED APPROACH